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EVIDENCE
FROM research
with animals
that the activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary(HPA)2 axis can be influenced
by classical

Animal
research
has indicated
that the
activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
axis can
be influenced
by classical
(Pavlovian)
conditioning
procedures.
To test the hypothesis
that alterations
in
plasma cortisol levels can be conditioned
in humans,
the present
study used a prospective,
randomized,
double-blind,
placebo-controlled
design in which a
distinctively
flavored beverage was paired withp.o. administration
of dexamethasone.
Twenty-five
healthy
men were randonily
assigned
to one of two groups.
During the conditioning
phase of the study, subjects
in the experimental
group received three conditioning
trials (pairings of a distinctively
flavored beverage with
a capsule containing
5 mg dexamethasone)
separated
by! wk recovery periods. Subjects in the control group
were treated identically,
except that the capsule conmined a placebo.
During the test phase, all subjects
underwent
a test day (reexposure
to the distinctively
flavored beverage before receiving a placebo capsule)
and a comparison
day (no exposure
to the beverage
or the capsule).
Plasma cortisol was assessed
repetitively before and after administration
of the beverage
and capsule, as were possible confounding
factors, including: behavioral
variables,
psychological
distress,
aversive reactions
to the beverage,
and expectations
of treatment.
After reexposure
to the beverage
and
administration
of a placebo capsule (conditioned
stimuli), the experimental
group had significantly
higher
levels of plasma cortisol than the control group, after
controlling
for variability
in baseline levels of cortisol
(F(5,60)=3.09;
P=O.015) that could not be explained
by differences
in other study variables. No differences
in cortisol levels were found on the comparison
day.
These
results
support
the study hypothesis
that
changes
in plasma cortisol levels can be classically
conditioned
in humans
by pairing a distinctive beverage with p.o. administration
of dexamethasone.-Sabbioni, M. E. E., Bovbjerg, D. H., Mathew, S., Sikes, C.,
Lasley,
B., Stokes,
P. E. Classically
conditioned
changes in plasma cortisol levels induced by dexamethasone
in healthy
men. FASEBJ.
!!, !29!-1296
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adrenal
corticotrophic
hormone;
RIA, radioimmunoassay;
HPA, hypothalamic-pituitarv-adrenal;
CS, conditioned
stimulus; US, unconditioned
stimulus;
CRH, corticotropin-releasing
hormone;
CNS, central
nervous
system.
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central nervous

indicates
adrenal
conditioning

procedures

(1).

These

experiments

typ-

ically have involved one or more pairings
of distinctive environmental
cues (the conditioned
stimulus,
CS) with an experimental
manipulation
(unconditioned stimulus,
US) that induces an alteration
in glucocorticoid
levels
(unconditioned
response).
For
conditioned
animals,
subsequent
exposure
to the CS
(by itself) results in altered glucocorticoid
levels (the
conditioned
imals show

levels

have

distinctive
aversive

response),

whereas

nonconditioned

an-

no response.
Increases
in glucocorticoid
been conditioned
by pairing
a CS (e.g.,
locations,

stimuli

(e.g.,

novel

flavors)

electric

with

shock,

a variety

injections

of

of cy-

totoxic drugs) that elicit an HPA stress response
(1,
2). Decreases
in glucocorticoid
levels have been conditioned
by pairing a CS with appetitive
stimuli (e.g.,
food) (1,3).
To our knowledge,
conditioned
effects on the HPA
axis have
yet to be demonstrated
in humans.
Although
ethical issues constrain
the application
of experimental
stressors to human subjects,
the HPA axis
can be safely manipulated
pharmacologically
with
agents such as dexamethasone,
which is widely used
in clinical
practice
(4). The
present
study
was designed
to provide
a first critical test of the hypothesis
that changes
in cortisol
levels can be conditioned
in
healthy human subjectsby pairing a distinctively
fla-

vored beverage
(CS) with administration
of dexamethasone
(US).
Conditioned
changes
in blood
levels of other hormones
(e.g., insulin)
have previously been demonstrated
in humans
after appropriate selective
pharmacologic
manipulations
of a
number
of different
endocrine
latory
control
by the central

systems
under
nervous
system

The

conditioned

demonstration
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blood cortisol
levels in humans
would have implications for our understanding
of regulatory
processes
affecting
the HPA axis, as well as for clinical practice.
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Twenty-five of 151 individuals
responding
to an advertisement
in the community
agreed to participate
in the study and met
the following eligibility criteria: healthy males between 18 and
45 years of age; no known current or previous major psychiatric disorder themselves or in first degree biological relatives;
no current or previous chronic medical condition
(e.g., alcoholism, liver disease) known to affect the HPA axis; no current
use of medications
known to affect the HPA axis (e.g., steroids,
anti-inflammatory
drugs), or stimulants
(e.g., more than three
cups of coffee per day); no history of dexamethasone
treatment; no known allergies to fruit; English speaking;
hearing
adequate
for study interactions.
Only subjects who had complete data available for all assessments
(see below) and had
serum confirmation
of dexamethasone
(or its absence)
were
included
in the analyses. The study is therefore
based on a
final sample of 15 subjects. The subjects ranged in age from
20 to 43 years (meansD=30.5±7.6);
7/15 subjects
were
members
of a minority group.
Subjects were told that the purpose of the research was to
establish
the effects of repeated
single doses of dexamethasone on the endocrine
system, using a randomized,
placebocontrolled,
double-blind
study design. To reduce
possible
effects of expectations
on their conditioned
reactions, subjects
were not informed
of the conditioning
hypothesis
until they
were debriefed
at the end of the study. The study was approved by Institutional
Review Boards at the authors’ affiliated
institutions.
All subjects
were offered
payment
for participation on each of the 5 study days ($200 for the entire study).
Procedure
Conditioning

phase

At

the beginning
of the 5 wk, double-blind
study, participants
were
randomly
assigned
to either
the experimental
group
(n=8)
or the control
group
(n=7),
by using a table of random
numbers.
As shown
in Fig. 1, subjects
in the experimental

group received three ‘conditioning
trials’ (pairings of a distinctive beverage with administration
of a capsule containing
5 mg dexamethasone
on the morning
of each of the 3 study
days),with
one trial each week for 3 wk. Subjects in the control
group underwent
the same procedure
except that their capsule contained
a placebo.
Identical
capsules for dexamethasone and placebo were prepared
and coded by a third party
(the pharmacy
at MSKCC) to ensure the double-blind.
Based
on previous conditioning
studies in humans
(8), the beverage
consisted
of lemon-lime
Kool-Aid
(General
Foods, White
Plains, N.Y.), prepared
according
to the manufacturer’s
directions and mixed with Bitter Tonic (Herbs Etc., Santa Fe, N.
Mex.) in a 100 to 1 ratio.
The 1 wk interval between trials was chosen to reduce extraneous
sources of heterogeneity
in cortisol measures
(e.g.,
weekend effects), to facilitate scheduling,
and to provide ample time for full recovery after this pharmacologic
manipulation of the HPA. Previous studies have indicated
that peak
serum concentrations
of dexamethasone
are reached within
an hour of p.o. administration,
with a half-life of about 3 h
(4); reductions
in corticosteroid
secretion
are typically
seen
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Figure
1. Study design.
Conditioning
location
is represented
by a vertical
line; comparison
location
is shown
by an arrow;
blood
collection
is indicated
by a vertical
filled
rectangle.
Bev+Dex,
distinctively
flavored
beverage
with dexamethasone
capsule;
Bev+P,
distinctively
flavored
beverage
with placebo
capsule.

within
an hour and resolve
by 72 h (9). In the present
study,
plasma
levels of dexamethasone
and cortisol
were assessed
(see below)
on the study days in weeks 1 and 3 as a manipulation
check
. As expected,
significant
increases
in plasma
dexamethasone
levels were seen in the experimental
group,
whereas
plasma
cortisol
levels showed
significant
reductions
over the 6 h assessment
period.
All blood samples were obtained
from
an indwelling
catheter
that was inserted
in an
antecubital
vein (1 h before
beverage presentation)
and maintained
patent
with a slow-drip
saline
infusion.
Subjects
were
seated
comfortably
awake in a reclining
chair, quietly listening
to music
or reading
travel magazines.
At appropriate
times,
subjects
completed
brief questionnaires
addressing
possible
behavioral
and psychological
confounding
variables
(see below). Having
fasted
overnight,
they also received
a standardized snack after the 4 h blood
collection.

Test phase
The hypothesized
development
of a conditioned
response was
tested by assessing plasma cortisol levels after consumption
of
the distinctive
beverage and administration
of a capsule (now
containing
placebo)
in the same location used for conditioning. A response to the conditioned
stimulus presented
in the
absence of the unconditioned
stimulus would unambiguously
demonstrate
the occurrence
of a conditioned
response
(10).
Cortisol
levels were determined
(see below)
before
and after
reexposure
to the beverage/capsule
(at -15,
20, 40, 60, 90,
120, 180 minutes).
To control
for possible
residual
effects of
the conditioning
procedures
per se and for possible
conditioned
reactions
to the room used for the conditioning
trials,
cortisol
levels were also determined
at the same time intervals
on a day when subjects
were assessed
in a different
room without presentation
of the beverage
or capsule.
This control
test
day was randomly
assigned
to be either
in the fourth
or fifth
week of the study (see Fig. 1). All assessments
were conducted
as described
above for the conditioning
phase.
Endocrine

assessments

Plasma dexamethasone
radioimmunoassay
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(RIA)

was measured
by a modification
method
of Meikle
et al. (11),
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a double-antibody

procedure

to increase

sensitivity

(9) with

IgG-Dex-1
obtained
from the IgG Corporation
(Nashville,
Tenn.), followed by goat anti-rabbit
IgG serum (Calbiochem,
La Jolla, Calif.). Plasma cortisol levels (tg/dl)
were assessed
in duplicate
samples batched for assay with a solid-phase
RIA
kit (Gammacoat,
Baxter-Travenol
Diagnostics,
Cambridge,
Mass.), as described
elsewhere
(12). After incubation
and aspiration,
all samples
were counted
in a gamma
counter
(Packard Auto-Gamma
Scintillation
Spectrometer)
for 1 mm, with
the window adjusted for iodine-i 25 (9). Steroid cross-reactivity
with the antisera used in this RIA is less than 0.1%. Maximum
intraassay
coefficients
of variation
are routinely
less than 10%
in the laboratory.

Behavioral assessments
Several
standardized
self-report
questionnaires
were administered
on each assessment
day in order
to assess psychological
and behavioral
variables
that
might
affect
the HPA.
The
Health Habits Questionnaire
(13) was used to assess behavioral variables
(e.g., sleep, physical activity, drug use) over the
previous
3 days. Subjects’
recent
experiences
of stressful
life
events
(e.g., illness
in the family)
were assessed
with a face
valid questionnaire
(developed
by the investigators).
The psychological
state of the subjects
was assessed
with the Affect
Balance
Scale (14), a 40-item adjective
mood scale that measures four positive mood states (joy, contentment,
vigor, and
affection)
and four negative
mood states (anxiety,
depression,
guilt, and hostility). To assess the possibility
that subjects
may

have developed
volume

an aversion

of beverage

to the taste of the beverage,

the

consumed

and hedonic
ratings
of beverage preference
were determined
(8) after each exposure.
Finally, to assess the possibility
that subjects
may have guessed
their
group
assignment
(e.g., based
on interoceptive
feedback),
they were asked at the end of each study day to indicate
whether
they thought
they had received
placebo
or dexamethasone.
Biostatistics
The data were analyzed
using
classical
statistical
approaches
on SAS statistical
software
(Cary,
NC.).
Because
there
are
many
extraneous
sources
of between-subject
variability
in
plasma
cortisol
levels (4), which would
otherwise
inappropriately be relegated
to the error
term of the statistical
analyses,
repeated
measures
analysis
of covariance
(ANCOVA)
was used
to control
for baseline
individual
differences
in the dependent
variable
of interest
(e.g., cortisol
levels),
as recommended
by

Pedhazur
and Schmelkin
(15). The conditioning
hypothesis
was examined
on the test day by determining
the group (experimental
vs. control)
X time
(of assessment)
interaction,
using a repeated
measures
ANCOVA with baseline levels of
plasma
cortisol
(same
move the contribution

day) as the
of baseline

covariate
(to statistically
rebetween-subject
variability

to any group differences
that might be found after the experimental manipulation).
Hypothesized
group differences
after
reexposure
to conditioned
stimuli would be supported
by a
significant
(P0.O5)
interaction
between
group
and time.

group, after reexposure
to the beverage
and administration
of a placebo
capsule on the test day (see Fig.
2). Results of the ANCOVA
indicated
a significant
group X time effect F(5,60)
3.09; P = 0.015, after
controlling
for baseline
levels of cortisol on that day.
Consistent
with the modest number
of subjects in the
study, separate
post hoc analyses did not identify significant
group
differences
at particular
time points
that could be responsible
for the significant
interaction in the overall ANCOVA.
In support
of the critical
role of exposure
to the conditioned
stimuli,
on the
comparison
day (when subjects were not exposed
to
the beverage
or given the placebo
capsule)
there
were no significant
differences
in plasma corusol levels between
the groups
(data not shown);
group
x
time effect {F(5,60)=0.69;
P=0.7].
=

Possible noncondlitioning
differences

explanations

for group

Although
subjects
were randomly
assigned
to study
groups
and the study was conducted
double-blind,
post hoc analyseswere conducted to exclude various
potential
nonconditioning
explanations
for
the
group differences reported above. We found no support for the possibility
that differences
between
the
groups
in stress (assessed
as life events or negative
mood) could account
for the increased
cortisol levels
in the experimental
group
(P>0.2).
We found
no
differences
in self-reported
behavioral
variables
(e.g.,
amount
of sleep) over the 3 days prior to the test day.
There was no indication
that the experimental
group
developed
a taste aversion
to the beverage,
as assessed
by either
changes
in the amount
of beverage
consumed or in hedonic
ratings. The group differences
in cortisol levels after reexposure
to the beverage
also
were not due to differing
expectancies
in the two
groups,
as no significant
effects were found
when
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Effects

of reexposure
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Consistent with the conditioning
hypothesis,
subjects
in the experimental
group
had higher
levels of
plasma
cortisol
than did subjects
in the control
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Fisher’s
exact
tests were used to compare
actual
group assignment
and the subjects’ conjectures
concerning
the content
of their capsule on each week of
the study.

DISCUSSION
The results of this randomized
double-blind
study
support
the hypothesis
that changes
in plasma cortisol levels can be classically
conditioned
by pairing
a
distinctive
beverage
with administration
of dexamethasone.
Healthy
male subjects
consumed
the beverage
at the time they took a capsule
containing
dexamethasone
(5 mg), once a week for 3 consecutive weeks (experimental
group).
On the test day,
subjects in the experimental
group showed a pattern
of higher plasma cortisol levels (controlling
for baseline variability),
after they consumed
the beverage
and a placebo
capsule
(conditioned
stimuli),
compared to subjects
who received
placebo
throughout
the study (control
group).
We found no evidence
to support
possible nonconditioning
explanations
for group differences
in cortisol levels after
reexposure
to the conditioned
stimuli. Most critically,
no differences
in plasma cortisol levels were detected
when blood samples
were
collected
at identical
times on a day without
reexposure to the conditioned
stimuli (comparison
day).
In addition,
post hoc analyses revealed no differences
on the test day in self-reported
daily behavior
(amount
of sleep, exercise,
etc.) or self-reported
positive and negative
mood that could influence
plasma
cortisol levels (16). There were no differences
in the
amount
of beverage
consumed
in each group,
thus
ruling out possible changes
in plasma cortisol levels
secondary
to caloric intake or stress associated
with
taste aversion
(16). Nor was there any evidence
that
subjects
were aware of their group assignment.
It is
highly unlikely that the differences
were due to residual effects of dexamethasone,
because a 1 wk interval
has been demonstrated
to be sufficient
for complete
recovery
of HPA function
from a short burst of steroid therapy
(9, 17); moreover,
subjects
in the present study were counterbalanced
with regard
to the
ordering
of the comparison
and test days.
In this initial study of conditioning
with dexamethasone, the biological
mechanisms
underlying
the effects were not directly investigated.
However,
based
on conditioning
theory and what is known about the
effects of dexamethasone
on the HPA axis, one can
speculate
about possible mechanisms.
Plasma cortisol
levels are controlled
by the HPA axis (4, 16, 18). One
regulatory
pathway
is provided
by corticotropin-releasing
hormone
(CRH)
from the hypothalamus,
which
stimulates
the secretion
of adrenal
corticotrophic
hormone
(ACTH)
from the pituitary,
which
in turn stimulates
secretion
of cortisol by the adrenal
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gland (18). Several classic feedback
loops have been
described
in this pathway:
1) increased
ACTH levels
inhibit CRH secretion
from the hypothalamus;
2) increased plasma cortisol levels inhibit the secretion
of
adrenal
corticotrophic
hormone
(ACTH)
from the
pituitary;
and 3) increased
plasma
cortisol levels inhibit the secretion
of CRH from the hypothalamus
(18, 19). Pathways
involving
other pituitary
secretagogues (e.g., vasopressin)
are also known to have regulatory
influences,
as are other brain regions
(2023), suggesting
the potential
complexity
of regulatory processes.
The mechanisms
responsible
for the reduced
levels
of plasma cortisol
after dexamethasone
administration have yet to be fully elucidated,
although
suppressive effects of dexamethasone
on plasma cortisol
levels are well established
and form the basis of the
so-called
‘dexamethasone
suppression
test’ (19). Animal studies have indicated
that dexamethasone
may
trigger
the negative
feedback
loop involving
ACTH
from the pituitary,
but it has less effect on the GRE!
loop involving
the hypothalamus
(24). Consistent
with this more peripheral
mechanism,
the output of
CRH from the hypothalamus
has been reported
not
to be affected
by dexamethasone
administered
2 to
3 h before the collection
of peripheral
blood in adrenalectomized
rats (25).
Classical
conditioning
theorists
have emphasized
that it is the response of the central
nervous
system
(GNS) to the consequences
of a pharmacologic
treatment, and not the direct effects of the drug (e.g.,
dexamethasone
in the present
study), that serves as
the unconditioned
response
underlying
the development
of a mimicking
conditioned
response
(5,
10). According
to this view, the unconditioned
response
underlying
the conditioned
effects
in the
present study must therefore be the CNS response to
reduced
ACTH
and/or
cortisol
levels induced
by
dexamethasone
treatment.
Based on the known feedback loops regulating
the HPA axis, it is tempting
to
hypothesize
that the unconditioned
response
in the
present
study was thus an increased
CRH or other
secretagogue
by the hypothalamus
or other brain region. Clearly,
additional
research
is needed
to directly test this hypothesized
mechanism.
CRH and
ACTH should be assessed along with cortisol in order
to better understand
the mechanisms
responsible
for
conditioned
effects on cortisol levels.
Whatever
the underlying
mechanisms
may prove
to be, the results of the present
study suggest that the
HPA response
to dexamethasone
administration
can
be classically
conditioned.
It will be of interest
for
both theoretical
and practical
reasons to explore
the
time course
of the development
and extinction
of
this conditioned
response
in future studies. The experimental
findings
in the present
study suggest that
feedforward
regulation,
demonstrated
to contribute
to the regulation
of a number
of physiological
sys-
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tems (26, 27), may play a role in regulating
the HPA
axis. Autonomic
feedforward
influences
may operate
without conscious
awareness,
consistent
with the finding in the present
study that subjects were unable to
determine
whether
or not they had received
dexamethasone.
In addition
to these implications
for normal regulatory
processes,
it is interesting
to consider
the possible
clinical
utility
of dexamethasone-induced conditioned
increases
in cortisol. As has been
suggested
by Ader (28) with regard
to other pharmacologic
agents,
it may prove possible
to take advantage
of conditioned
effects to reduce the amount
of active drug that must be administered.
The effect size of conditioned
effects on changes
of plasma
cortisol
in the present
study is modest
(15%) compared
to the effect size of dexamethasone
(more than 50%). Stress of treadmill
exercise
may
more than double
plasma cortisol levels, depending
on physical training
(29). The psychological
stress of
public speaking
will increase
free cortisol levels from
50% to 250% above individual
baseline,
depending
on gender
(30).
In summary,
subjects
receiving
a capsule
of dexamethasone
after consumption
of a distinctive
beverage once a week for 3 wk showed
an increase
in
plasma cortisol levels after reexposure
to the conditioned stimuli (the beverage
and an identical
capsule
containing
placebo).
To our knowledge,
these results
provide
the first evidence
that the effects of dexamethasone
administration
can be classically
conditioned
in humans.
Although
additional
studies are
needed
to confirm
this conditioned
effect and determine the underlying
biological
mechanisms
responsible,
the
results
of the
present
study
have
implications
for both normal
regulatory
processes
in
the HPA axis and for clinical medicine.
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